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What inspired the direction of this project, and how did you catch the interest of the students 

to join your team for it? 

 

This community project was a collaboration between the Gambas Community Development 

Welfare Fund Community, and Republic Polytechnic’s School of Engineering (SEG) and 

School of Management and Communication (SMC). The students take up this project as part 

of their Final Year Project where they can make a difference to the community by applying 

their engineering knowledge and skillsets acquired in school. 

 

Where do you feel this project has 

changed the locals’ love for 

Singapore the most? 

 

The thought of giving back to the 

community and outreach at the 

block party event. Lecturers and 

Students work together and inspire 

each other on. During the block 

party event, Students wore PAYM 

Loves Red t-shirt as one unity and 

help one another spontaneously. 

They also enjoyed themselves. 

 

How did you find out about COLA and what attracted you to apply for it? 

 

My colleague shared about COLA with me and I decided to apply for it as this project has 

positively impacted socially and environmentally. I am glad to receive an award for it. 

 

What advice would you offer to potential applicants who are keen to start their projects? 

 

They can look into innovative solutions and efforts that contribute to the love and care for the 

communities. They can look into projects that make a positive impact on social, 

environmental, and innovative products sustainability. They can do this individually or 

collaborate with others. 

 

What would you tackle next to make Singapore an even more lovable city? 

 

One way is to build upon and expand on the current project we have done by making it 

better and bigger. 


